The Air Axe is designed to make quick work of the heaviest cutting jobs on steel, cast Iron,
stainless steel, concrete, aluminum and many other metals. Excellent for quickly removing
stuck pins in heavy equipment without the need for an arc welding machine.

• The Air Axe uses oxygen to fuel incredible
cutting, gouging and piercing power.
• The highest quality torch - Built to last.

• No arc welder or compressed air required.
An oxygen cylinder and a 12- volt battery
are all that are needed.
• Portable - Perfect in the field or shop.

The Air Axe is the most versatile tool of its kind. Using the power of oxygen and our specially
designed Electra Plus Bars, incredible cutting speed and control is achieved. Housings are
cut without damaging adjacent components, and stuck pins in heavy equipment can be
quickly removed - saving time, money and replacement part costs.

• Remove stuck pins in housings. Just blow a
3/4” hole through the center of the pin, let
it cool and pop it out.
• Electra Plus Bars can be bent without
restricting the flow of oxygen. This is
important when the area to cut is hard to
reach or the safety of the operator might
be compromised.
• Heavy cutting - The Air Axe can cut a 20”
shaft in half without preheat in three
minutes, or delicately remove a bearing
without damaging the shaft.

Electra Plus Bars come in a variety of sizes.

Diameter

Length

1/4”

18”

3/8”

18”

3/8”

36”

1/2”

48”

The Air Axe Torch
Heavy duty 20 ft. hose and cable
Strike plate, leather shield
Three different size collets for different
diameters of Electra Plus bars
• Extra tough storage case
•
•
•
•

Electra Plus Bars Available Separately

John Deere dealers don't commonly have the capability to remove the spindle nut off a
gudgeon (a hinge that allows steering and power to the wheels) without wrecking it. When
they try, the typical result is a lot of work, many wasted hours, and a damaged housing that
must be replaced at great cost. Their other option is to call in outside help, another huge
expense.
When a Rockmount customer experienced this situation on a John Deere 9630, we
introduced the ideal tool for the job – The Air Axe
Whether they are doing heavy cutting or removing a part where precision is required, an Air
Axe allows our customers to do things in a way they were never able to before. Most
customers pay for the Air Axe the very first time they use it.

The male component of the gudgeon and
the housing – no damage done!

The spindle nut, the female part of
the gudgeon - removed

See it for yourself! Take a look at this video to hear what Jake (customer in this case study)
had to say about the Air Axe and his Rockmount representative.
The Air Axe is a fantastic tool. It cuts, gouges and blows holes with incredible power making
the most time-consuming jobs simple and fast. Best of all, our representatives are highly
skilled technicians. They will make sure you get the best out of your new tool.

